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Firstly an apology. On the cover of the last edition was Noel Stewart and
his Piper Cub. However the gremlins got into the works and the pictures at
the bottom of page 2 were of another Cub. Not sure who’s it was as so far
nobody has owned up to it. My apologies Noel.
Recently I was looking through a pile of old (late 90’s—early 2000’s) modelling magazines. The one striking difference between those magazines
and the ones we see today is that the old ones were significantly concerned with model building and building techniques, while today’s versions
are heavily influenced by the ready availability of ARF’s.
This lead me to thinking what is happening to the old craft of building your
own model. Way back when I started flying models there was no such thing
as an ARF and it was normal practice to build your own, either from plans
or from a kit.
However not all is lost. The old skills are still out there and at TMAC one
well known member Lionel Weeks is constantly amazing us all with his
outstanding models, not the least of which is the B29 Superfortress. In this
issue Lionel tells the story of this model. Starts on page 6.
Does your model have flaps? Do you know what they do and how to use
them? Perhaps the article on page 8 will help.

Peter Biddle
All pictures in the Transmitter are taken by the editor unless otherwise
noted.

Presidents Report – AGM 2008
It’s been a year since I have taken on the role as
TMAC’s President. It has been an enjoyable year
with the Club moving ahead in a number of areas
thanks to the efforts of our dedicated members and
committee, and the direction set by the outgoing
President Allen Danvers and the enthusiasm of our
Life Member Will Sipma.
Committee
I am pleased that all the committee members have
agreed to stay on, with the addition of one new committee member, Noel Stewart, who has also agreed
to take on the role as Registrar.
2007/2008
A number of projects were undertaken over the last
year, and I take this opportunity to say thank-you to
the members for their input.
New Mower Grant
As most of you are aware, we received $20,209 from
the gaming commission to purchase a mower for the
entire field.
There were several members involved, and I thank
them all, and in particular thank Joel Davison for preparing the excellent documentation that was successful, and Gregor Kruberg for driving the project.
Motor Tuning Area
Thanks to Dave Sipos and Jim Viles for driving this
project, and for Dave and his team for erecting the
concrete slab and noise wall.
Dave and Noel Stewart have also put up their hand
for stage 2 of the motor tuning area, and that is for
shade shelter over the slab.

Dave Walker

Safety Fence behind the Pilots Position
Michael Hobson has taken this project on, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2008. Quotes
have been obtained and approval given for the erection of the fence.
Mowing
Dave Walker tirelessly mows the Runway and Pits
area on a regular basis. Without a serviceable Runway, we could not fly each and every day.
Thanks Dave.

Helicopter Area
The new helicopter area was officially opened on 1
January 2008. It has been a great success in terms
of enjoyment by the heli-boys, but also in terms of
improved safety for the members.
Thanks to the vision and hard work of Will Sipma in
driving this project in making it a great success.
Events
We have had 3 events this year. Our club event days
give our members a time to have fun and renew
friendships, and also to show off their latest project
and skills.
Without Event Coordinators, the Club Event days
would cease, and the enthusiasm and comradeship
of our members I believe would also diminish.
I would like to thank Gregor Kruberg for running the
Warbirds day in March this year, and also the Warbirds and Bi-planes day in November last year.
Ron Dobbie ran the Fun-fly day in May. This was one
of the most successful fun-fly days and well done to
Ron and his team.
Peter Cutler and Scale day was organized by myself
this year. The wind gods were not so kind that day,
however Richard Symes braved the conditions with
his excellent P51 Mustang and was the 2008 Peter
Cutler Trophy winner.
Events do not run without helpers. It is the people
who run the BBQs, mow and paint the runway and
pits, man the keyboard, and help the Event Coordinators that make the event run so smoothly. I thank
these people for supporting the club and giving their
time.
Clubs 40th Anniversary
The Club was founded 40 years ago, and we are
having a celebration on the Saturday evening of 18
October 2008.
Bring your family and enjoy the evening and celebrate with your fellow club members and friends. Refer to page 5 for more details.
The Future Clubhouse
The idea of a Clubhouse was mooted about 12
months ago. It has been in the back of several people’s minds over recent years.
This long term project has been taken up and driven
by Will Sipma and Allen Danvers, and I thank them
for their vision and commitment to the club and this
project.
Good Flying
Peter Stevenson

TMAC 40th anniversary shirts are available.
Members who paid for shirts and have not collected
them yet can catch up with Gregor at the field most
Saturdays and Sundays. They will also be available
at the next club meeting.

From the Secretary.
September/October 2008

over this area, so we don’t die of heatstroke in the
summer.
Keep an eye out for progress on these activities.

Membership Renewals
In the last transmitter, I advised that Ian Gillespie had
resigned as MAAQ Registrar, and that in the Interim,
the MAAQ Secretary, Robin Klau would act in the position until the MAAQ AGM. This meant that there
would potentially be some significant delays in receiving MAAA licenses during the handover, with license
delays until the end of August.
I am pleased to advise that the handover process has
gone better than expected, and TMAC is receiving
MAAA licenses promptly. Great work Robin!

Club Instructors
The club is always mindful of the need to have members who can assist those starting out in the sport.
To this end, the club has nominated the following
members to complete the MAAA Instructors course:
• David Sipos
• Noel Stewart
• Michael Hobson, and ...
• Me.
“What!” I hear you say, “He crashed the Rush!”

I you have renewed or joined prior to August and
have not yet received you MAAA license, please contact me at Registrar@tmac.asn.au, and I’ll chase it
up.
TMAC Web Site
The web site is going gangbusters, with photo’s going
up every week. Thanks to Randall Mowlam for his
efforts in this area.
Maintenance and Works at the Field
We have a number of small maintenance projects in
the pipeline, thanks to Will Simpa for proposing them.
These include:
Picnic Area - Relocate the BBQ in the picnic area
away from the shelter.
Helicopter Area - Construct a table with roof on a
concrete slab inside the Heli area for setup of
models, etc. This is also a safety issue, getting
the models away from the picnic area.
Toilets – general maintenance:
Replacing the existing doors
Replacing two sheets on the roof with polycarbonate sheeting to allow more light in
Install a small gas hot water system.
Boundary fence – the chain-link fence running east
from the pits is rusting, and needs the wire replacing.
Solar Power System – Will advised that there are
issues with the inverter, and that maintenance is
required.
Gregor Kruberg also has some planned maintenance:
Growth around the Field - Removal of lots of small
saplings which have come up around the field
Field Levelling - Filling in a number of holes around
the outfield, which are a problem for the Hustler
mower.
Thanks also to Dave Sipos for erecting the fabulous
model run-up area to the east of the pits. Please
make use of this facility when you need to tune or
troubleshoot engine problems.
Dave is also doing the planning to erect some shade

I call it experience! How can you provide advice to a
new pilot if you haven’t crashed an aircraft from time
to time? Now I just need to get that Extra 330 finished...
Restraints
The club had a number of restraint made some time
ago. These have all sold, so we are getting a further
batch made up, and put on sale.
If you would like one, please approach a committee
member.
Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held on Monday 1st September, so if
you want to contribute and provide directions to the
club, please nominate for the committee.
Just
download the form from the web site and get a couple
of your mates to propose you. We can always use
extra help.
Happy flying!
Phil Gartshore.

Notice of Motion
As per administrative By-Law 10 (Expenditure Approval) the following Notice of Motion is published on
behalf of Willem Sipma.
I Willem Sipma being a financial member of the Tingalpa Model Aero Club, in accordance with Rule
28/7 move that authority be given to the Management Committee to spend up to $2,000 on food and
entertainment for the event to be held on Saturday
evening 18 October 2008, being the 40th anniversary celebration of the Tingalpa Model Aero Club.
This notice of motion will be put to the General Meeting to be held on 6 October 2008.

Good News—New mower
TMAC has had a major win recently. The funding application to the Queensland Government Gaming
Community Benefit Fund for the purchase a substantial mower was successful on our first try.

The Queensland Government’s Gambling Community
Benefit Fund provided $20,209 to Tingalpa Model
Aero Club Inc. the purchase a new commercial lawn
mower.

Many of you would have already seen the big bright
yellow Hustler model Super Z mower with 72 inch cut
doing its thing at the field recently.
Costing $20,209.00 including some optional extras, all
of which was provided for us by the grant is indeed a
great asset for the club. The new mower is capable of
covering a much greater area at a faster rate than the
old faithful green machine. It is also capable of mowing higher and tougher grass which will enable the
club to keep the field in better shape during the growing season.

are included.
The success of the grant reflects the magnificent effort by TMAC members. Joel Davison bore the brunt
of the effort by putting together a most professional
application. Compiling this submission was a mammoth task. Secretary Phil Gartshore in his typical professional manner collated information from many
sources and provided this to Joel for the red tape requirements. President Pete Stevenson continued support and signed his life away.
Treasurer Jim Viles was like a dog with two bones
with the benefit fund money. Jim made really sure I
was unable to spend any of it on model aircraft or a
holiday in South America. Both of us cut a good deal
with the mower supplier and we had the mower purchased, delivered and operational within a week of
receiving the cheque.
Our experience so far with the mowers operational
capabilities and Hewlett Equipment, the suppliers,
support are all very positive.
Thanks especially to those mentioned above and also
to a number of others who assisted in some form or
other in making this very capable mower asset a reality.
Gregor Kruberg
Mower project co-ordinator.

TMAC 40th Anniversary Celebration.
As you are all now aware 2008 is TMAC’s 40th year
at Porter Field. To celebrate this occasion long standing and Life Member Will Sipma is organizing a suitable soiree at the field on the night of Saturday 18 October. Festivities kick off at the cessation of flying
around 3:30PM. The theme of the evening is the history of TMAC and Porter Field.
Food for the evening is a spit roast pork and lamb,
with hot potatoes and cold salads, followed by fruit
salad and custard. TMAC will supply tea, coffee and
soft drinks. BYO alcohol and chairs. The main meal
will be served at around 5:30PM.
Local State and Council Members have been invited
for the evening along with the Porter family.

We should only need to have the outer field high
grass slashed by the contractor once or twice a year
now. The new mower can keep the inner areas in
much better shape at all times.
Power is provided by a KOHLER 28 hp fuel injected
petrol vertical shaft engine. Dual hydrostatic pumps
power two direct drive wheel motors. Steering control
is by twin levers providing true zero turn radius. The
cutting width is 72 inches at up to 16 kph.
The rear drive wheels are 12 inches wide allowing the
machine to tread softly on our strip. A comfortable
suspension seat is provided for the operator along
with a number of safety features. Yes, drink holders

There will also be live entertainment and a demonstration of helicopter night flying.
Cost for the evening is nothing (there may be no such
thing as a free lunch but there is a free dinner), however an idea of numbers attending is required.
Please advise Will by phone on 3901 2208 or by
email at wombat51@optusnet.com.au if you are
attending. All family members are welcome.
This is a great opportunity to support your club and let
the rest of the family see where you really go on a
Saturday or Sunday morning.
See the flyer on page 10.

Building the Boeing B29 Superfortress “Dina Might”.
Story and pictures by Lionel Weeks
The enjoyment I have had building and flying my now
six year old 126” B17 gave me the incentive to build
a larger four engined model. Being a member of the
Southern Cross Air Force, a club with 80 plus members who fly large warbirds at model airfields in the
south east Queensland area, any new model had to
be a warbird. A lot of thought went into which WW2
bomber I would build.
The plane that caught my attention was the B29 but
before I could go ahead with the project I had one
large problem to resolve - fowler flaps! You can
hardly build a scale model of an aircraft with fowler
flaps and not incorporate them in the model. I drew
several diagrams of mechanisms which would move
a flap through the correct arc. I chose one and built
an experimental section of wing and flap. If I used
one drive unit in the centre of the fuselage this would
reduce the risk of one portion of the flap system failing, with the rest left working which would be the
case if I were to use four servos.

very successful so I went ahead with drawing 1/10
scale plans for the B29 . The model turned out at
172” span and designed to take four OS 91 four
stroke engines.
The wings are built around a box section main spar
with ply sides and hardwood top and bottom spars.
The hollow box section houses a dihedral brace at
the wing root and a laminated carbon fibre joining
spar to connect the removable wing section including
the outer nacelle to the centre wing panel. Wings are
all balsa and ply construction, sheeted with 3mm
balsa and glass covering.

The drive unit for the flaps was based on one Hitec
805 servo which had been altered to travel 12 turns
in either direction similar to winch servos used in
model sailing boats. The servo is connected through
3 to 1 gearbox to a pinion driving two racks which
were connected to push rods traveling through the
wings to four bellcranks in each wing.
The fuselage was made in two halves each having
been built on a bench with the centre section of wing
and horizontal stabilizer mounted vertically at the
correct angle of dihedral. All the formers and the center box section are laminated balsa and carbon fibre.
The fuselage sides including the fin are sheeted with
3 mm balsa. Once the two halves were glued together including the dihedral braces it was time to
start making the landing gear.

Each bellcrank has two short pushrods linking the
bellcrank to flap. These pushrods are mounted in
such a way to give the flap the desired arc of travel.
In the finished aircraft there are over fifty ball joints
linking all of these pushrods. The two racks in the
central drive unit have a combined pulling power in
excess of 100 lbs. The flap takes approximately 10
seconds to deploy or retract and look very scale with
the ability to stop in any position.
The section of experimental wing and fowler flap was

Retracts were made with scale in mind using chrome
molly tube for the oleo struts. Parts like moving arms
and scissors were fabricated from stainless steel and
silver soldered. The retracts are linked to square
threaded shafts driven by standard servos with circuit
boards removed leaving light weight motorized gear
boxes. The drive units have small micro switches at
each end to limit movement. Micro switches at the up
end activate a pulse generator circuit board which
drives standard servos to open and close wheel
doors. The tail skid is scale like being spring
mounted and retractable.
The OS 91 four strokes are mounted on traditional
timber bearers. I used English walnut for it’s density,
fine grain and light weight. The scale appearance of

the working exhausts was achieved by using thin
walled steel tube and heat coloring. Nacelles No.
2&3 became difficult to build because of the complexity of installing fuel tanks, exhaust systems and
drive unit for the main retracts. The fuel tank was
fitted in through the front firewall. The exhaust has
an epoxy lined compartment to house it and the retract drive covered hatch is screwed on to give access through the bottom. All the drive units for the
mains and nose wheel are in compartments separate from wheel housings in order to reduce dirt and
mud fouling the mechanism.

Plugs and glass moulds were made for the nacelles,
cowls and gun turrets. The fibre glass nose cone
was made over a male plug, filled and fine sanded. It
came off the plug surprisingly easy with compressed
air. I made a plaster plug of the inside front area before cutting out the parts requiring perspex . The
plaster plug for the nose area glass, along with plugs
for other perspex bubbles etc. were moulded in a
home made vacuum forming box in the kitchen oven.

The complete outside of the model was covered with
¾ ozs glass cloth and epoxy thinned with 20%
metholated spirits, filled & fine sanded and undercoated with automotive grey. Very fine V groves
were cut in for panel lines . A finish coat of fine silver
automotive acrylic lacquer was sprayed over the entire model. Additional coats of silver with very small
amounts of black added were sprayed to selected
areas to give the appearance of different aluminum

panels. This effect was enhanced by burnishing panels in different directions with very fine steel
wool .Tens of thousands of flush rivets were impressed into the finished coat, using a tool I made
which is heated by ceramic resisters and a 32 volt
transformer. A small amount of oil marks were added
around nacelles and wing panels by masking the
front side of a panel line and mixing turpentine with
black and brown oxides used in cement coloring. By
brushing a small amount of this mixture onto the
masking tape and rubbing across the tape onto the
panel with a fine foam pad in the direction of air flow,
the desired affect is achieved. If unhappy with the
result a cloth with a small amount turpentine will remove the marks and the process can be repeated.
When I spray a model I always make sample boards
using the same painting process used on the model.
These sample boards are great for testing weathering, panel lines and rivets etc. To fuel proof, a two
pack clear was sprayed over the entire model.
By this stage I had a looming weight problem. I had
grandeous ideas of things like video cameras, bomb
racks, braking system, landing & navigation lights,
motorized turrets to mention a few. All these had to
go and I had to look for anything that could save
weight. The weight problem was not flying weight but
the 25 Kg over weight limit. While I continued working on the model I was for ever mindful of the weight
of every part I installed.
The electronics consisted of 2 receivers, 2 power
boxes, and 5 lithium ion batteries. Each receiver is
powered by 2 batteries through a power box. The
fifth battery and voltage regulator powered the screw
drive retracts and door servos. The control services
are split between the two receivers with the outboard
engines powered by one receiver and the inboard
powering the other. I halved the weight of batteries
by using lithium ion instead of ni cads.

I also installed a Seagull Dashboard flight system I
purchased from Ian Howard at Desert Aircraft. The
system transmits from model back to a hand held
receiver on the ground a multitude of information
such as altitude, battery voltage, servo movement, G
- force, air speed and much more. My main interest
is air speed. I find it hard to judge air speed on a

long flat landing approach particularly if your engine
noise can’t be heard above the ambient noise at the
air field.
With the cockpit and other small details like turrets
and gun finished the model was complete. The model
balanced on 25%, has a wing loading of 49 ozs. to
the sq.ft. and a finished weight of 24.6 Kg. The four
OS 91 FS engines produced a static thrust 15 Kg.
The plane had several outings to the Tingalpa Model
Aero Club flying field for motor running and taxiing
tests. The four OS FX 91 engines had all had at least
2 hours flying in an ARF but still required testing in
the new model. Taxiing proved the nose wheel steering to be too direct and had to be modified.
Test flight day finely came around .I chose to fly the
B29 at Gratton Field a new private model aero field
one hour drive west of Brisbane. The day was fine
with full cloud cover and light variably wind. Most of
the over weight model inspection had already been
done by Chris Howarth a week earlier. We fueled the
aircraft and tuned the engines. The method I have
always used on the B 17 and other multi engine models is to warm up each motor for 30 seconds, find
peak revs, then richen to lose about 200 rpm, check
idle and stop the motor. Repeat this process with the
remaining engines. Start all four engines and fly without altering any settings. I am not interested in harmonics only in having all four engines running slightly
rich. Chris was happy with all our pre flight checks

including range check.
It was time to fly. I had a lot of confidence in the
model. The wing loading is light. The wing itself is a
very thick section with 2 degrees washout, a +3 degree incidence on the main wing and +1.5 degree on
the tail plane. It is designed to fly with a slight nose
down attitude. We fired up the four engines. The
sound was fantastic as I taxied out to the end of the
strip, turned and started down the centre. By a third
of the way down the strip I had reached full power
and by two thirds a small bump in the strip had convinced her to rotate. I allowed the plane to fly about
30 cm above the ground for a short distance to build
up airspeed before applying a little elevator and she
was climbing away with ease.
The B29 straightened up after the first turn and I was
amazed to find that no trim adjustments were
needed. Most of the flight was spent testing flaps at
different airspeeds and in no time eight minutes had
gone, time to land. The landing approach was good It
touched down in the first third of the strip but three
point. I will have to work on holding the nose up
longer. Half an hour later after morning tea and refueling we put “Dina Might” back in the air with even
better results.
My thanks go to all the helpers on the day and during
the project.

Why All The Flap?
Peter Biddle takes a look at the dark art of flaps and what it all means
While flaps have been around for most of aviation
history, mystery still surrounds their purpose and
aerodynamic function.

low the wing over the top of the flap. This helps to
stabilize the air flow over the flap and delay any
stall.

Flaps are basically a lift/drag creating device that permits lower take off and landing speeds, requiring less
runway and permit a steeper approach or angle of
descent without the subsequent increase in speed so
allowing a safer obstacle clearance into short fields.

Modern aircraft often use a combination of Fowler
and slotted flaps and this can be seen on most of the
large modern aircraft we fly around in today. The picture below shows the combination slotted / Fowler
flaps fully deployed on a Boeing 747.

Aircraft flaps were first experimented with back in the
1920s but it was not until the advent of the monoplane with its higher wing loadings and consequently
higher take off and landing speeds, requiring longer
runways that flaps became widely used.
This article looks at the different types of flaps, basic
aerodynamic theory of flaps, and how to fly a circuit
and land using flaps.
Types of Flaps
There are essentially four basic types of flaps, all located at the trailing edge of the wing.
Picture courtesy of Wikipedia

1) Plain or simple flap. Here
the flap rotates on a simple hinge at the trailing
edge. This produces small
increase in lift due an increase in camber (refer to
the Theory Bit below) but
also a large increase in
drag. These were used on
aircraft such as B25
Mitchell and P47 Thunderbolt.
2) Split flap where the upper
and lower surfaces are
separate, the lower surface operates like a plain
flap, but the upper surface stays immobile or
moves only slightly. This produces only a small
increase in lift but again a large increase in drag.
These were used on aircraft such as DC3, and
Spitfire.
3) Fowler flap. This is deployed on tracks from beneath the wing in an expanding manner which
when deployed increases the wing area as well as
the camber effectively increasing lift and reducing
wing loading. These are seen on the B29 (refer to
Lionel’s description earlier in this newsletter and
on more modern aircraft such as Boeing 747 and
Cessna series aircraft.
4) The slotted flap. Here a slot or gap between the
wing trailing edge and the flap allows air from be-

The Theory Bit
To look at why flaps work we need to understand how
lift is produced. Lift can be defined as
L = (1/2) d v2 s CL where
d = density of the air and assumed to be constant at
the levels we fly at.
v = velocity or speed of an aircraft
s = the wing area of an aircraft
CL = Coefficient of lift, which is determined by the
type or shape of an airfoil and angle of attack.
From this we can see that as speed (v) reduces so
does lift if we assume that wing area and angle of attack remain constant. However what if we change the
wing area (s) or the lift coefficient (CL)? Here lies the
basic fundamentals of flaps. We can use them to both
increase the wing area and change the effective
shape of the wing and hence CL so increasing lift.
From basic aerodynamic theory we know that lift is
proportional to the camber or shape of a wing measured in relation to the chord line. (Remember the
chord line is the line from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the wing so camber is the distance from
the curved surface of the wing to the chord line)

If we increase the camber we effectively change the
shape of the wing and therefore increase the value of
CL and consequently lift (L)

Figure 1 – Effective increase in camber with use of flaps.

So we can see how simply ‘lowering’ the flaps can
create an increase in lift. Now if we consider the
Fowler flap we can see that not only does it increase
the camber of the wing but because it also extends
beyond the trailing edge it has also effectively increased the wing area (‘s’ in our equation above).
This results in a lighter wing loading or an increase in
lift.
However that’s not the end of the story. As previously
mentioned, hanging bits of aeroplane out in the
breeze also causes drag. We can use this to our advantage. An increase in drag allows an aircraft to de-

scend at a much steeper angle without a subsequent
increase in speed. In a previous life I used to fly an
Auster (J1B) into a very short field with large trees on
the approach and very close to the threshold. Landing method was to fly as low and slow as possible
over the trees with one notch of flap (split flap) when
clear of the trees point the nose at the ground and
pull full flap. The speed would stay at approx 45knots
but the rate of descent was much greater. When over
the threshold flare with help of a quick burst of power
and land on all three points.
When is a flap not a flap?
When it’s a slat of course. A slat is an aerofoil section
fixed to the leading edge of the wing with a slot between the slat and the wing. This works in much the
same way as a slotted flap except that leading edge
slats produce a pitch up moment. At low angles of
attack a fixed slat produces more drag than lift but at
high angles of attack high pressure air from under the
wing is channeled over the top of the wing to stabilize
the turbulent air flow, thus reducing the stall speed.
Take another look at the picture of the 747 on the
previous page and you will see the slats fully deployed. Next time you see a Tiger Moth have a look
for the slats on the top wings.
In the next edition of the Transmitter we will continue
the story of flaps and take a look at flying a circuit using flaps.

Recent TMAC Activity
Pictures by Dave walker, Dr O, Ben Lampard and Peter Biddle
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Upcoming Events at TMAC
Sunday 14th September
Monday 6th October

Event
Meeting

Helicopter Day
Club General Meeting

Saturday 18th October

Event

TMAC 40th Anniversary
Celebration

Sunday 19th October

Event

General flying day to
celebrate TMAC’s 40th
anniversary. All welcome.

Monday 3rd November

Meeting

Club General Meeting

Sunday 16th November

Event

Biplane & Warbird Day

Monday 1st December

Meeting

Club General Meeting

Note: For events the field may be closed to general flying.
Next TMAC event is Helicopter day. The field will be closed to
general flying.
Check out the MAAQ website (http://www.maaq.org/clubs_calendar.htm)
for events at other Queensland Clubs

